UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park

Special Use Permit
for Cellular Telephone Service

Permit # RMR YELL 6000 6-128
Region Park Type Number

Permittee: Metacom Cellular Partners

Address 1307 Sheridan Avenue, Cody, Wyoming 82414
Telephone number 1-307-527-7700
FAX 1-307-527-4348

* * * * *

(C) Other Compensation:

The following forms of compensation will be provided in lieu of cash payment to the National Park Service.

(1) Equipment Use and Maintenance

Permittee will provide Yellowstone National Park with use and maintenance of the following communications equipment for so long as this Special Use Permit is in effect:

65 (Sixty Five) full power (3 watts) Motorola transportable cellular phones (Model to be in the middle of the price range), including all accessories, chargers, antennas, etc. or their equivalent, which can be used in vehicles or carried on foot.

5 (Five) Motorola Flip Phones at .6 watt.

2 (Two) Motorola 3 watt booster kits that are mounted in vehicles.

Vehicle mount Motorola units that the hand held units can be inserted into with roof mount antennas.

30 (Thirty) spare batteries for the cellular phones.

Upon termination of the Special Use Permit, the Park will return all communications equipment to Permittee.
(2) Cellular Phone Use

For so long as the Special Use Permit is in effect, Permitee will provide phone activation for up to a total of 70 (seventy) phones and 5000 minutes of use by these phones per month. Any unused time will be accumulated monthly and reported on a calendar year basis. The balance not used during the year may be accrued to a maximum of 20,000 minutes.

Permitee will also provide roaming access for 5 (Five) designated cellular phones for calling outside Y.N.P. at no cost. The term roaming charges includes: daily roamer charges, per minute roamer charges, and long distance charges. Permitee will also provide roaming charges for the 5 (Five) designated cellular phones and 1000 minutes of use by these phones per monthly billing cycle. Any unused time will be accumulated monthly and reported on a calendar year basis. The balance not used during the year may be accrued to a maximum of 2,500 minutes.

(3) Minutes of Use During Declared Emergencies:

Permitee will provide unlimited minutes of use during any period of time in which the Park Superintendent has declared an emergency incident exists in or near Park boundaries.